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MODELING ACCRETION IN THE REGION OF TERRESTRIAL PLANETS; SJ .  
Weidenschilling and D.R. Davis (Planetary Science InstituteISJI) 

A realistic model of accretion of planets from a swarm of planetesimals must allow for spatial 
variations within the swarm. Formation of a large protoplanetary embryo affects the distributions of sue 
and orbital elements of smaller planetesimals in its vicinity, and makes them differ from the average 
properties of the swarm. This variation is inconsistent with the assumption of uniformity implicit in 
particle-in-a-box simulations. To avoid this problem, we developed a spatially resolved model that treats 
a hybrid population of planetesimals in a series of heliocentric zones which interact with each other and 
with discrete large bodies in individual orbits [I]. We have now incorporated a gravitational stirring 
algorithm with separate evolution of inclinations and eccentricities, and applied this model to a swarm 
spanning the region of terrestrial planets, 0.5-15 AU. 

Our previous results [2] assumed a fixed ratio ile = 0.5, using Stewart's [3] gravitational stirring 
model. The present results, using his newer equations [4], let e and i vary independently. As before, 
omission of "dynamical friction" produces so-called "orderly" growth, in which the size distribution 
approaches a power law with most of the mass in the largest bodies, and e, i relatively large and 
independent of size. Including dynamical friction causes a strong tendency toward equipartition, i.e., the 
largest bodies have lower e, i, yielding large gravitational cross-sections and rapid "runaway" growth of a 
few embryos. We find this "runaway" behavior occurs even when the coefficients of Stewart's dynamical 
friction equations are reduced by a factor of 8. Runaway is self-limiting, and terminates when the massive 
embryo's perturbations stir the surrounding swarm and decrease its gravitational cross-section. This effect 
is more important than the local depletion of mass due to the embryo's growth. 

Discrete bodies are created when the largest continuum mass in a given zone exceeds a threshold 
of 2e23g (corresponding to d=500 km). They are assigned orbits with semimajor axes selected randomly 
within their zones; these evolve due to collisions, gravitational scattering, and gas drag. The continuum 
equations of viscous stimng and dynarnical friction are not valid for discrete bodies; instead we model their 
gravitational stirring by stochastic two-body scattering events. 

Decoupling of e and i leads to differences in later-stage accretion after runaway. For orbits that 
can cross or make close approaches, viscous stirring and dynamical friction tend to keep ile -05. The 
largest bodies generally have non-crossing orbits (or else they collide and merge), so distant perturbations 
become increasingly important. Wetherill and Stewart [4] allowed for distant perturbations by adding a 
constant term to the viscous stimng coefficients f o ~  e and i, following Weidenschilling's [5] model. 
However, as distant perturbations are dominantly in the orbital plane, it would be more correct to add the 
constant to the e-coefficient only. The present work computes distant perturbations explicitly for each pair 
of bodies. We find that bodies of any sue undergo monotonic increases in mean e and i (although discrete 
bodies may have stochastic fluctuations about this mean), but distant perturbations cause e to increase more 
rapidly than i. Thus, ile can become very small (-0.01-0.1) for the largest bodies. This results in more 
efficient accretion on shorter timescales, while the larger e's allow less isolation of the large bodies, and 
ultimately yield fewer bodies on more widely spaced orbits. 

Figure 1 illustrates many features of accretion. The initial surface density yields 
characteristic timescales much shorter at the inner edge of the swarm than the outer edge. Initial 
conditions were planetesimals of mass 5e18g (d= 15 km) with e, = le-4. At t = le4y, runaway is incipient 
at the outer edge, with equipartition of velocities, while at the inner edge, runaway is essentially finished, 
with e's (and i's) nearly uniform for bodies smaller than the median mass. Runaway proceeds as a "wave" 
propagating outward. By le5y, e's are increasing for the discrete bodies due to distant perturbations, while 
i's lag behind. The larger ones (M>le24g) generally have ilecO.1. The smaller discrete bodies are 
scattered by encounters with the larger ones, and so remain "well mixed," with ile -0.5. 
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Figure 1. Accretion in the terrestrial planet zone, 0.5-1.5 AU. The model uses 100 zones, each of width 
0.01 AU in semimajor axis. At t = 0, all mass was in planetesimals of m = 5e18g with e,=10-4, i,=6e-5. 
Shown are distributions of mass and eccentricity of the entire swarm and (e, i) of the discrete bodies 
(m > 2e23g) at t = le4 and le5y. 
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